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Abstract: 

 Software Defined Networking is a promising Internet architecture to deliver mult imedia with end -to-end quality ofservice (QoS) 

since it enables optimal dynamic management of network resources and on-demand QoS provisioning by a network operator. We 

propose a framework for server load-balancing over a single-operator Open Flow network to improve the quality of service levels of 

video streaming services. We design a new Open Flow controller application for dynamic server load balancing by continuous 

monitoring of load of each video server and dynamic rerouting of clients to alternate servers with lower loads when an overlo ad 

condition is detected. The proposed controller application is implemented on top of an  open source Open Daylight controller. Our 

results show that the proposed load-balancer improves the quality of streaming v ideo experienced by end -users, and Open Flow 

provides a powerful framework to provide video services with end-to-end quality of service over the future G.  

 

Index Terms: Software defined networking (SDN),Open Flow networks, video streaming, QoS, load balancing  

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Over the past decade, the Internet Engineering Task Force 

(IETF) has explored several Quality of Serv ice (QoS) 

architectures over the current Internet, but none has been truly 

successful and globally  implemented. Th is is because QoS 

architectures such as IntServ and Diffserv are built  on top of 

the current Internet’s completely distributed hop -by-hop 

routing architecture, lacking a broader p icture of overall 

network resources. Although tunneling with MPLS provides a 

partial solution, it  lacks real-t ime reconfigurability and 

adaptivity. As a result, in the current Internet, methods to 

provide some quality of service is often addressed at the 

application layer but without end-to-end service level 

guarantees. In contrast, Software Defined Networking is a 

promising Internet architecture to deliver mult imedia with 

end-to-end quality of service (QoS) since it enables optimal 

dynamic management of network resources and on-demand 

QoS provisioning by a network operator.  OpenFlow is a 

Software Defined Networking standard, in which the control 

and data forwarding layers of routing are decoupled. 

OpenFlow started as an open source project which will offer a 

programmable and completely open network to test new 

Internet concepts such as routing and security that cannot be 

tested otherwise on the current Internet platforms. The control 

function of routing is shifted to a central unit, called a 

controller, while the forwarding function remains within the 

routers, also called fo rwarders. OpenFlow enables defining 

different types of flows where different set of rules can be 

associated with each predefined flow. The controller makes 

routing decisions on a per-flow basis, and updates forwarding 

tables, called flow tables, associated with each flow to inform 

the forwarders how to direct  traffic flows as depicted. 

Currently, OpenFlow is deployed on several university 

campuses including Stanford, Georg ia Tech and Princeton. 

Commercially, Google started to use OpenFlow to manage its 

data centers. We believe that OpenFlow will be adopted by 

large network operators and ISPs in the near future to manage 

communicat ion networks for the features it supports including 

network v irtualization. Decoupling of the control and 

forwarding functionalities of routing and providing controller 

capabilit ies to manage overall network resources (within  a 

single domain or operator) make OpenFlow an effective 

platform to prov ide video streaming services with end-to-end 

QoS. With the OpenFlow Controller as the network operating 

system, applications on top of the controller can be written to 

manage end-to-end QoS. One of the earliest intra-domain 

single controller OpenFlow QoS applications is our 

“OpenQoS” application, which enables dynamic rerouting of 

QoS flows over a single operator network when network 

congestion is detected. It poses dynamic QoS routing as a 

constrained shortest path problem and proposes a real-time 

solution. An alternative approach to add QoS support to 

OpenFlow has been proposed in the European project 

OFELIA. It is possible to extend dynamic QoS solutions to 

video services across multip le domains or operators by 

defining extensions to OpenFlow to allow controller -to-

controller signaling/negotiation interfaces and software 

defined Internet exchanges. In existing system, normal 

desktop systems are used as servers and data will be shared 

among all the systems for balancing the load .So that we avoid 

the overload problem in networks, etc. But, if we are going to 

implement it with the desktops it will be more cost effective.  

 

II.PROPOS ED S YSTEM 

In proposed system, we are implementing this pro ject with the 

help of two raspberry pi boards and a desktop. Here, we have 
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a load balancer which is responsible for balancing the data in 

two servers. If the data increases more in one server then it 

will be transferred to another server to maintain the quality of 

service and to reduce the traffic. Server load balance is 

achieved by continuous monitoring of the load of each server 

and dynamically red irecting ongoing or new service requests 

to available servers in such a manner that the end user 

experiences the lowest delay and distortion when one or more 

servers are overloaded. The controller applicat ion manages 

two basic functions, namely server load monitoring and server 

selection/flow updating. Here, Server load monitoring 

continuously checks whether the server load is above a 

predefined capacity threshold. Server selection and flow 

updating function is invoked when an overload condition is 

detected. It selects the server with the least “cost” from the 

server cloud. Then, the controller application will delete the 

old routing tables and will push new flow entries to the 

switch. 

 

Block Diagram: 

 

 
Fig :1. Block diagram 

III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

A .ARM Architecture: 

The Raspberry Pi is a credit-card-sized single-board computer 

developed in the UK by the Raspberry Pi Foundation with the 

intention of promoting the teaching of basic computer science 

in schools. The Raspberry Pi is manufactured in two board 

configurations through licensed manufacturing deals with 

Newark element14. 

 
Fig : 3. ARM aritecture  

 

 These companies sell the Raspberry Pionline. Egoman 

produces a version for distribution solely in China and 

Taiwan, which can be d istinguished from other Pis by their 

red coloring and lack of FCC/CE marks. The hardware is the 

same across all manufacturers . The Raspberry Pi has a 

BroadcomBCM2835 system on a chip it does not include a 

built-in hard disk or solid-state drive, but uses an SD card for 

booting and persistent storage. 

 

 
Fig :3. Linux ARM  

 

The Foundation provides Debian and Arch Linux ARM 

distributions for download. Tools are available for Python as 

the main programming language, with support for BBC 

BASIC (v ia the RISC OS image or the Brandy Basic clone for 

Linux), C, Java and Perl.  

 

B.TFT display unit 

TFT stands for Thin  Film Transistor, and is a type of 

technology used to improve the image quality of an LCD. 

Each pixel on a TFT-LCD has its own transistor on the glass 

itself, which offers more control over the images and colors 

that it renders. While TFT-LCDs can deliver sharp images, 

they also tend to offer relatively poor v iewing angles, meaning 

they look best when v iewed  head-on. If you v iew a TFT-LCD 

from the side, it can be d ifficu lt to see. TFT -LCDs also 

consume more power than other types of cell phone displays. 

  

IV.SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS  

A. Linux Operating System: 

Linux or GNU/Linux is a free and open source software 
operating system for computers. The operating system is a 

collection of the basic instructions that tell the electronic parts 

of the computer what to do and how to work. Free and open 

source software (FOSS) means that everyone has the freedom 

to use it, see how it works, and changes it. There is a lot of 

software for Linux, and since Linux is free software  it means 

that none of the software will put any license restrictions on 

users. This is one of the reasons why many people like to use 

Linux. A Linux-based system is a modular Unix-like 

operating system. It derives much of its basic design from 

principles established in UNIX during the 1970s and 1980s. 

Such a system uses a monolithic kernel, the Linux kernel, 

which handles process control, networking, and peripheral and 

file system access. Device drivers are either integrated directly 

with the kernel or added as modules loaded while the system 

is running. 

 
Fig5. Arch itecture of Linux Operat ing System 

http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_and_open_source_software
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Computer
http://simple.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electronics
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Unix-like
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Monolithic_kernel
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linux_kernel
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Device_drivers
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B. Qt for Embedded Linux: 

 

Qt is a cross-platform application framework that is widely 

used for developing application software with  a graphical user 

interface (GUI) (in  which cases Qt is classified  as a widget 

toolkit), and also used for developing non-GUI programs such 

as command-line tools and consoles for servers. Qt uses 

standard C++ but makes extensive use of a special code 

generator (called the Meta Object Compiler, or moc) together 

with  several macros to enrich  the language. Qt can  also be 

used in several other programming languages via language 

bindings. It runs on the major desktop platforms and some of 

the mobile p latforms. Non-GUI features include SQL database 

access, XML parsing, thread management, network support, 

and a unified cross-platform applicat ion programming 

interface for file handling. It has 

extensive internationalization support. 

 

V.RES ULTS  

 

 
 

VI.CONCLUS ION 

The project “Video Streaming over Software Defined 

Networks with Server Load Balancing” has been 

successfully designed and tested. It has been developed by 

integrating features of all the hardware components and 

software used. Presence of every module has been reasoned 

out and placed carefully thus contributing to the best working 

of the unit. Secondly, using highly advanced ARM board and 

with  the help o f growing  technology the project has been 

successfully implemented.   
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